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About This Game

Battle of Westerplatte was unique in many ways, and this game will try to reflect on that. Players can expect that they will be
outnumbered, outgunned, but not out of tactics. Also, expect enemies with brains, they will react to your strategies and apply

counter strategies to break down your defences. All you have is a handful of soldiers to stand in their way.
Warfront Defenders as a series of games will attempt to take inspiration from the historical battles of WW2 and turn them into

tactical games playable on small dioramas. This game is made in collaboration with the Museum of Westerplatte to derive
inspiration from the actual event and design the level based on the actual maps from the period. Though this is not a

chronological account of the battle, the gameplay and the tactics are heavily inspired by the proceedings of the historical battle
and its challenges are designed to remember the defenders of Westerplatte.

Feature List:

 Destructible environments

 Position your soldiers anywhere, use cover tactics, some of the areas are more exposed than the others

 Equip/Add health and Upgrade/Downgrade your soldiers during battle

 Build fortifications, lay mines to slow down or kill enemies

 Reactive enemy AI, changes strategies based upon your movement
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 Overwhelming bosses like Battleship Schleswig-Holstein, Stuka dive bombers, snipers
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warfront defenders westerplatte. warfront defenders westerplatte badge

No idea about the route never touched it, nor will I..

This class 03 is worthy of more than to haul her fallen sistertrains around what is the railbound version of a funeral home

Forget the route.. Its depressing

BUY FOR THE 03!

Cute, surprisingly powerful with lines that speak of an industrial past where these little locos were king.. A required part of
docksides, factories and Railyards.

The saddletank of the diesel era

Great for AI scenery crossing lines minding her own buisness hauling any manner of light freight..single full size carriages or a
few unfitted coal wagons destined for somewhere

She has 5 gears, shakes in protest if the gears too low.. Makes the perfect moderate pace passenger engine for a branchline..

Nicely ticking engine to a loud thunderous roar and growl of power under acceleration

Horn is a single trumpet note blast

No headlights but cablight works well

Head out view is perect
Slight bug with exhaust though as it never stops even when engines off

All up though its the same engine in the WSR diesels pack just blue

Goes well making up uniomist scenarios where its the only traction left on a strike and ends up hauling the 2 car all stations
commute train..a favorate of mine in quickdrive

Lovable engine..everyone needs one..

Superior in personality and cab visibility than the gronk. pretty nice units, certainly for the money. i like this game. I wish I
could give this a good review. It has been on my wishlist for a while and I wanted it, I like faries, it's beautiful, and yes the game
is both of this stuff just. There is so very little too it. I get much more out of free games I play. You play as a farie and you go
around clicking on the farie solving not even 10 puzzles or so. Not much hints to the puzzles besides a book which shows you
pictures given you a basic idea. Bottom line it's not worth the money in my eyes, it's not worth a dollar. It's like having one of
those pretty interactive pets in away because once you beat it if you stick around to beat it that's all there is. No replay value. If
it kept the sounds going when I tabbed out to look at the window it would even be a touch better since they're nature and
soothing but I can't even have that it seems.. If you like rythm game,this is so far the best game ever made
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Really good blasting with a sword to help you out when the enemies get too close.
Cool music and overall style is nice with fast gameplay.
Works on the Rift but with the Vive controller in the menu for now.
Not so sure about the stylized giants but you can skip those bits.
As with most games I would like a left hand option right from the start.. Super for a reason and Ultra cause it truly is a marvel to
play on with fight stick.. Out of the ten minutes I played the game, I would say I spent maybe two minutes outside loading
screens \u2014 and that's me being generous. Had to force a shutdown during the second loading screen I encountered because
the scene was taking ridiculously long to load. A real bummer, since from what little I could play the game looks good and I'm
quite intrigued by the story, but with how long the loading times are as of now, I find the game unplayable as it is currently.. I
bought this Dlc as a meme but got roasted and now i wanna kms :(. Insanely fun! Highly Addictive. Proves what you can do
from just a simple paint software and unity.
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